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 COST RATE HEURISTICS FOR SEMI-MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES
 K. D. GLAZEBROOK,* University of Newcastle upon Tyne
 MICHAEL P. BAILEY,** Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey
 LYN R. WHITAKER,** Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey
 Abstract
 In response to the computational complexity of the dynamic programming/
 backwards induction approach to the development of optimal policies for semi-
 Markov decision processes, we propose a class of heuristics resulting from an
 inductive process which proceeds forwards in time. These heuristics always choose
 actions in such a way as to minimize some measure of the current cost rate. We
 describe a procedure for calculating such cost rate heuristics. The quality of the
 performance of such policies is related to the speed of evolution (in a cost sense) of
 the process. A simple model of preventive maintenance is described in detail. Cost
 rate heuristics for this problem are calculated and assessed computationally.
 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING; REPLACEMENT POLICY
 AMS 1991 SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: PRIMARY 90C39
 1. Introduction
 Much research in discounted Markov and semi-Markov decision processes has
 centred around efficient implementations of value iteration (see Howard (1960)). Many
 authors (see Porteus (1980) for an overview) have studied refinements to the basic
 scheme. This large body of work is motivated, inter alia, by the inherent computational
 complexity of the dynamic programming/backwards induction approach. See Ross
 (1970) for an accessible account of iterative schemes for the solution of the semi-Markov
 decision processes of primary interest here.
 Gittins (1989) describes an interestingly novel approach to the construction of policies
 for discounted semi-Markov decision processes. At time 0, a policy (n7t, say) and a
 stopping time on the process under n7, (?, say) are chosen to minimize a natural measure
 of cost rate incurred from the initial state at 0 up to the stopping time. The forwards
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 induction policy constructed by this procedure then implements 7t1 up to time zT. The
 state of the process at Tz (X(Tz), say) is observed and a new policy/stopping time pair
 (Or2, T2, say) is chosen to minimize the cost rate from X(T,). Policy 7r2 is then
 implemented during [r1, zT + T2), and so on. Some strengths of this approach include the
 following:
 (i) Forwards induction policies are optimal for a large class of models, especially in
 stochastic resource allocation. See Gittins (1989).
 (ii) The on-line computation of such policies can often be performed in a way which
 offers considerable computational savings over conventional dynamic programming.
 See Katehakis and Veinott (1987) for a discussion.
 (iii) The approach sometimes results in policies of simple structure (e.g. index-based).
 More generally it offers the prospect of relationships between model structure and policy
 structure which are theoretically accessible and (relatively) easily understood. See this
 illustrated in Glazebrook (1991).
 We propose a general approach to the development of heuristics for discounted semi-
 Markov decision processes which uses cost rates in a simpler fashion than in forwards
 induction, but which retains some of that procedure's strengths - especially those
 mentioned under (ii) and (iii) above. The approach is quasi-myopic and offers particular
 advantages in situations where to assume a fixed stationary model over an infinite
 horizon would be hazardous. In these heuristics, a simple choice for the stopping times
 n,, n >I 1, is made a priori and cost rate minimizations are over policies only. This class
 of cost rate heuristics is introduced in Section 2, together with a procedure for their
 computation. Performance bounds for these heuristics are developed in Section 3. These
 ideas are illustrated in Section 4 by means of a computational assessment of cost rate
 heuristics for a simple machine replacement problem. A cost rate myopic policy is found
 to perform well much of the time.
 2. Cost rate heuristics for semi-Markov decision processes
 Our model is a discounted semi-Markov decision process (see for instance Ross
 (1970)) with the following special features:
 (i) States. X(t) denotes the state of the process at time t E A:o0. The state space Q is
 a Borel subset of some complete separable metric space, together with a a-algebra " of
 subsets of U which includes every single element subset.
 (ii) Actions. At every decision epoch t one of the actions a,, a2,. ., aN is taken
 where N < oo. A stationary policy is a map r : 9 -- (a{, a2, * * , aN), the interpretation
 being that policy 7t takes action ({X(t)} at time t. In general, a policy is any rule for
 choosing actions (satisfying the obvious measurability requirements) which is a function
 of the history of the process up to the current decision epoch. Such policies may be
 randomised.
 (iii) Costs. If action a1 is taken at decision epoch t an expected cost atc(X(t), a } is
 incurred. Here aE[0, 1) is the discount rate and for each a3, c(., a1):" Z 0 is a
 bounded, F-measurable function.
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 (iv) Process evolution. If action aj is taken at decision epoch t then
 (a) a state transition is observed, and
 (b) a random amount of time elapses before the next decision epoch.
 P(G I x, aj) is the probability that the state of the process at the next epoch lies in set
 G E conditional upon the event X(t) = x. F(H I x, y, aj) is the probability that the
 time to the next decision epoch lies in Borel set H given that a transition from x ( = X(t))
 to y occurs. P(G I ., aj) : Q-o [0, 1] is ?F-measurable and F(H I *,-, aj): QX QX - [0, 1]
 is  X F-measurable. We shall denote by pr, Fr the equivalent r-step measures -
 e.g. P'(G I x, 7r) is the probability that the state of the process at the rth decision epoch
 after t lies in set G, given that X(t) = x and that policy nr (assumed not to depend upon
 the history of the process before t) is adopted. The first decision epoch is always assumed
 to be 0.
 The following condition is standard in the study of semi-Markov decision processes
 (see for instance Ross (1970)). It guarantees (with probability 1) that we do not have an
 infinite number of decision epochs in finite time.
 Condition 1. There exist positive e, 6 such that
 fF((6, )Ix, y, aj}P(dy Ix,aj)>, 1 5j N, xE .
 (v) Optimal policies. Denote by Cr,(r, x) the total expected cost incurred from the
 imposition of policy 7r from time 0 for r decision epochs when X(O) = x. If r is stationary
 Cr,(7r, ) may be recovered from the recursion:
 C0(n, x) = 0;
 Cr(7t, X) = c{x, n(x)} + f a'Cr,_(7r, y)F{dt I x, y, 7r(x))P{dy I x, nr(x)), r- 1.
 We define
 (1) C(n, x) lim C,(n, x)
 as the total expected cost incurred by policy 7r when X(0) = x. The above assumptions
 (in particular the boundedness of costs and Condition 1) guarantee not only that the
 limit in (1) exists, but that the convergence is uniform over all policies 7t, for all x EQ .
 A policy 7r* is optimal if
 C(7r*, x) = inf C(7r, x)= -C(x), x E Q.
 The general theory (see Blackwell (1965)) asserts the existence of an optimal policy 7r*
 which is stationary and such that C(.) uniquely satisfies the recursion
 (2) C(x)= min c(x, aY) + o a'C(y)F(dt x, y, a1)P(dy I x, aJ) . 1 Aj -N t=0
 Procedures for determining C(.) and r* include value iteration and policy iteration, as
 described by Ross (1970).
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 Now, write T,(n, x) for the random time of the rth decision epoch after 0 when policy
 7r is adopted and X(O)= x. We write M,(7r, x) E{au'(xx)}. If 7r is stationary M,(ir,.)
 may be recovered from the recursion
 Mo(n, x) = 1;
 M,(7, x) = f a'M,_r1(7, y)F{dt Ix, y, 7(x))P(dy Ix, n7(x)), r 1.
 O -0
 Note that Condition 1 guarantees that for all 7n, x
 (3) 1 >(1 - e + ea6)' - M,(, x), r 1.
 The notion expressed in Definition 1 is central to the ideas explored in the paper.
 Definition 1. The r-stage cost rate function for policy n, Fr,(n,,.): -- o0 is
 given by
 (4) T,(n, x) C,(n, x)(1 - M,(r, x)} -'
 The rationale for calling F,(7n, x) a cost rate emerges from the identity
 (5) Tr(n, X)= C,(7, x) E -a'dt (- n a),
 in which the notion of averaging is an (appropriately) discounted one.
 Definition 2. Policy A is (r, x)-optimal (r- stage cost rate optimal for state x) if
 (6) FrT,(, x) = inf Fr(r, x).
 In order to explore the properties of r- stage cost rates and associated optimal policies
 we introduce the mapping Tr(x, ): )M>o- M>o defined by
 (7) Tr(x, u) = inf (Cr(ir, x) + uMr(7(, x)}
 and its n-fold version T'(x,.): >-o-M >o, where
 T" (x, u)-= T,(x, Tn-'(x, u)), n > 1.
 Equation (7) defines a finite horizon dynamic program. We may assert the existence of a
 policy nr: : X (1, 2, ... , r)} - (a, a2,- *, a)} attaining the infimum in (7). Here 7r(x, s)
 is the action taken by policy nr when in state x E K at the sth decision epoch. Call such a
 policy r-stage stationary.
 Theorem 1. For each x E , r 1,
 (a) T,(x,.) is monotonic, non-decreasing;
 (b) T,(x,.) is a contraction mapping;
 (c) F = inf, Fr,(n, x) is the unique member of *o0 for which
 T,(x, F) = 1;
 (d) there exists an (r, x)-optimal policy which is r-stage stationary;
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 (e) for each u E A 0
 lim T" (x, u) = F = inf lT,(, x),
 n - cX 7r
 this convergence being geometrical and uniform over x.
 Proof.
 (a) It is trivial from (7) that u > v -= Tr(x, u) _ Tr(x, v).
 (b) Suppose that u >_ v. Write Ir(u) for an r-stage stationary policy attaining the infimum in (7). It is plain that
 0 5 T,(x, u) - Tr(x, v) : Mr{7r(v), x}(u - v) (1 - e + ea,)r'( - v),
 from (3). This establishes (b).
 (c) The contraction mapping fixed point theorem guarantees the existence of a unique
 fixed point for T,(x, .). Call the fixed point y. Write
 (8) y = T,(x, ) = inf (C,(n, x) + yMr(7n, x)} = Cr,(r(y), x) + YMr,{7(y), x)
 where we write n(y) for a policy attaining the infimum in (8). It now follows that
 y = Cr,(r(y), xx[1 - Mr,7((Y), X)]x1 - 'r,((Y), x) _ F.
 Suppose that y > F, and obtain a contradiction. We now have a policy A, say, such that
 Y > Cr,(r, x){ 1 - M ,(f, x)} -' from which it follows that
 Y> Cr(ft, x) + yM,(i~, x)
 > inf {(C,(, x) + yMr(7, x)} == y> T(x, y),
 from which we conclude that y is not a fixed point of Tr(x, .), a contradiction. Hence
 y = r, and we have established (c).
 (d) It is now plain that any policy i(F) attaining the infimum in (7) with u = F is
 (r, x)-optimal. We have already noted that there is one such which is r-stage stationary.
 We have proved the result.
 (e) This is a standard consequence of (b) and (c).
 The above result plainly yields a value iteration approach to the computation of
 minimal cost rates and hence of(r, x)- optimal policies. We now describe the class of cost
 rate heuristics for semi-Markov decision processes of primary interest to us. In Defini-
 tion 3, r = [{r,(.) : -- Z +U}, n E Z + ] is a sequence of Y-measurable functions taking
 values in the positive integers.
 Definition 3. A cost rate heuristic determined by r is denoted ft(r) and is a policy
 which operates as follows:
 (a) If X(0) = x, fr(r) takes the first r1(x) decisions according to an (r1(x), x}-optimal
 policy;
 (b) Suppose that the state of the process following the first =, rm(Xm, _-) decisions
 and transitions (i.e. following the first n stages) under policy if(r) is X,, n > 1, where
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 Xo=X(O). Policy fr(r) takes the next r?+ (X,) decisions according to an
 {rn,+(Xn), X)}-optimal policy, n > 1.
 Comments.
 1. Hence policy ft(r) implements an (r,(x), x)-optimal policy from time 0 when
 X(O) = x as a procedure for determining the first rl(x) decisions. The state is then
 updated to X1. The number of decisions to be taken in the second stage is r2(X,) and is
 allowed to depend upon X1. An (r2(X,), X }-optimal policy is computed and imple-
 mented from state X,, and so on.
 2. Apart from any possibility there might be of obtaining (r, x)-optimal policies of
 special structure, a major opportunity for cost rate heuristics to reduce computational
 requirements (as compared with the application of standard dynamic programming)
 arises from the fact that value iteration for (r, x)-optimal policies based on Theorem 1
 only needs to look at states which are accessible in r steps from state x. In Bayesian
 sequential problems, an example of which is described in Section 4, considerable savings
 are often possible. Another instance is where state variable x is enhanced to include (for
 example) the number of decisions taken to date as a means of accommodating non-
 stationarity.
 3. If each function rn(.) is a constant (i.e., the number of decisions in each stage is
 fixed at the outset), ft(r) is called a fixed sequence cost rate heuristic. We shall often be
 interested in fixed sequence policies for which r ()-- 1, n > 2. In relation to such a
 choice note that (1, x)-optimal policies are often trivial to compute. Cost rate heuristics
 for which rn( )-- 1, n > 1, will be called cost rate myopic.
 We now explore further the rationale for considering such heuristics.
 3. General performance bounds for cost rate heuristics
 Write A(x, y) = C(y) - C(x)= --C(n*, y) - C(rn*, x) for the change in minimal costs
 which occurs upon a transition from x to y. As before, write zr(n, x) for the random time
 of the rth decision epoch after 0 when policy n is adopted and X(O) = x. The subscript in
 the notation E, indicates that an expectation is to be taken over realisations of the system
 conditional upon implementation of the policy n.
 Definition 4. The r-decision speed function for policy n, Ar(n, r) : -o- M is given by
 Ar,(n, x) E,(a,r("'X)A[x, Xz,r(n, x)}]}1{ - Mr(n, x)} -
 (9) a IC(y)Fr(dt Ix, y, 7n)P(dy Lx, n) - Mr(r, x)C(x)
 X (1 - Mr(r, x)}-'.
 See (9): A,(ir, x) represents a (discounted) rate at which future prospects (as measured
 by C(. )) change during an r-decision implementation of policy i. It will emerge that we
 can go some way towards analysing policies in terms of a combination of cost rate and
 speed functions. The following result is an example.
 Lemma 2. For each x E 0, r > 1, C(x) = Fr,(r*, x) + Ar,(nr*, x).
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 Proof. Recall that C(x) = C(7n*, x) = inf, C(n, x). By standard results, C(.)
 satisfies the recursion
 C(x)= C(=*, x)
 = Cr,()*, x)+ a atC(y)Fr(dt I x, y, *)P'r(dy x, Xr*)
 = Fr(7n*, x){ 1 - M,(n*, x)} + A,(*, x){ 1 - Mr,(*, x)} + Mr,(*, x)C(x)
 from (4) and (9). Invoking (3), the result follows trivially.
 Lemma 3. For each 7r and x E i
 (10) lim Ar,(, x) = 0,
 r --* oo
 the convergence in (10) being uniform over all policies 7r and states x.
 Proof. From (3) and (9)
 (11) Ar(t, X)I sup C(x) (1 - + l)(1 -(1 - + a)}
 xEl
 The result follows trivially.
 Lemmas 2 and 3 create the expectation that (crudely speaking) should a decision
 process have uniformly small r-decision speed functions then an analysis in terms of r-
 decision cost rates could be successful. Lemma 3 tells us that we can always force the
 speed functions to be small by choosing r large enough. However, we note that the larger
 r is, the more computationally demanding is the development of (r, x)-optimal policies.
 We make these ideas more explicit as follows. Suppose that *r is an (r, x)-optimal policy
 (see Theorem 1(d)). Write
 (12) Cr(x)= Cr(r, x) + ~ aC(y)Fr(dt Ix, y, )P'r(dy I x, i)
 for the total expected cost from implementing * for r decisions, thereafter followed by an
 optimal policy. Theorem 4 bounds how much is lost by pursuing ft instead of an optimal
 policy for these first r decisions.
 Theorem 4. For each xE C, r > 1,
 (13) Cr(x) - C(x) ~ (Ar(t, x) - Ar(*, x)}{ 1 - Mr(fr, x)} - O, as r -~ o,
 uniformly over all states x.
 Proof. From (9) and (12),
 Cr(x) = Cr(?, x) + f :- ~'[A(x, y) + {C(x)- Cr(x)} + C'(x)]
 X F'(dt Ix, y, i)P'(dy Ix, k)
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 = C(t(, x) + Ar(, x){ 1 - Mr(fi, x)}
 + (C(x) - Cr(x)}Mr(i, x) + Cr(x)Mr,(, x).
 Hence we deduce that
 Cr(x) = r(, x) + Ar(f, x) + {C(x) - Cr(x)}Mr(t, x){1 - Mr(t, x)} -1
 Now, from Lemma 2
 C'(x) - C(x) = Fr(T,(, x) - Fr,(r*, x)} + (Ar(f, X) - Ar(O*, X)}
 + (C(x) - Cr(x)}Mr(, x)(1 - M,(i, x)} -1
 SAr((, x) - Ar(l*, x) + {C(x) - Cr(x)}Mr(t, x){ 1 - Mr(t, x)} -1,
 since Ai is (r, x)-optimal and so Fr(A, x)5 TFr(n*, x). Inequality (13) now follows
 trivially. The convergence result is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.
 It is in fact possible to deduce from Theorem 4 a bound on the suboptimality of ft(r)
 expressed in terms of speed functions by a suitable aggregation of quantities like that on
 the right-hand side of (13).
 We now proceed to a computational study of the performance of cost rate heuristics
 for a simple replacement problem.
 4. A simple model of preventative maintenance
 A system is subject to random deterioration and failure. A new system is installed at
 time 0 and (in the absence of intervention) its time to failure has distribution FO where
 0 E 0 is unknown. Replacing a failed system is expensive. At time t the cost is a1'C, where
 as usual aE [0, 1) is a discount rate. Alternatively, a (less expensive) planned replace-
 ment can be made in advance of system failure - here the cost at t is a'c2.
 Hence at time 0, one of N possible (planned) replacement times 0< a, < a2 < . . . <
 aN must be chosen. Note that we might have aN = co, i.e. the choice of such an aN implies
 that the system is left to fail with no planned replacement in anticipation of failure. We
 have X1, X2,. * * a sequence of i.i.d. system failure times with X, - Fo. If action a, is taken
 at 0, a planned replacement occurs at a, if X, > a, and otherwise the system is replaced at
 failure. At time min(X,, a;) one of the N replacement times (aj, 1 <5j < N) is chosen for
 the new system. We proceed in this fashion. Choosing replacement times which are too
 small incurs unnecessary costs from a surfeit of planned replacements. Replacement
 times which are too large carry the risk of large numbers of expensive replacements upon
 failure of the system. We suppose that 6 has a prior distribution G and look for a Bayes
 sequential decision rule for this problem.
 This problem (in common with, say, bandit problems) presents in a simple way the
 tension between taking decisions whose prime purpose is to gain information (and hence
 improve the quality of future decisions) and taking decisions which exploit information
 already available.
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 More elaborate versions of this problem are discussed for models with known
 stochastic structure (i.e. known 0) by Aven (1983) and Chen and Savits (1988), both of
 whom use one-stage cost rates in their analysis. Attempts at learning about such a system
 have usually been structured according to partially observable Markov decision pro-
 cesses - see Albright (1978) and White (1979). In models with the average cost per unit
 time criterion, Bather (1977), Frees and Ruppert (1985) and Aras and Whitaker (1990)
 have taken non-Bayesian and non-parametric approaches to learning about the underly-
 ing system.
 In our Bayesian model a cost rate myopic policy chooses ai to minimize
 [(fa'tc Fo(dt) + aac2Fo([ a, oc))) G(d0)]
 (14)
 x(1 -o(oa'otFo(dt) + aFo[ai, )}) lG(d0))
 where G is the current posterior for 0. Hence cost rate myopic policies are adaptive,
 depending as they do upon the current posterior. Executing the minimization in (14) is
 usually computationally trivial, rendering this class of policies attractive as heuristics.
 In our discussion of cost rate heuristics for this problem we shall study only those it(r)
 with r, = 1, n > 2. In fact it is a simple consequence of Lemma 3 and Theorem 4 that for
 any y > 0 and x E we can always ensure that C(ir(r), x) - C(x) 5 y by choosing r,
 sufficiently large. Again from Theorem 4 we see that the important question of the
 smallest r, yielding acceptable performance in it(r) is related to values of the appropriate
 speed functions. It would seem intuitive that in the current Bayesian context, speed
 functions for policies should be related to the spread (loosely defined) of the current
 posterior. For example, if the prior G for real-valued 0 has small variance (i.e. we are
 close to the known 0 case) we would expect all speed functions to be small and the cost
 rate myopic policy with r, = 1 to perform well. Less precise prior knowledge may
 necessitate a choice of r, > 1 to allow for some initial learning. We now present some
 computational results which illustrate these phenomena.
 We consider a replacement problem with c, = 10, c2 = 1 and a = 0.99. Failure times
 are assumed to be independent Weibull (n, 0.4) random variables, i.e. having density
 f(x; n, A) = Anxn-' exp( - Ax n), x > 0
 with A = 0.4. G is a two-point prior with
 (15) G(nj) = p = 1 - G(n2)
 where n, = 1 and n2 = 8. At each decision epoch we are faced with a choice between
 N = 50 planned replacement times given by
 a, = 1.0 + (j- 1)0.04, 1 <j < 50.
 For simplicity of notation, denote by C(p) the Bayes cost incurred when adopting an
 optimal policy with prior distribution (15) and C,, (p) the equivalent cost from adopting
 i(r) with r, = m; rn = 1, n > 2. The (m, p)-optimal policy which constitutes the first
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 stage of tr(r) is calculated according to the computational procedure derived from
 Theorem 1. It may be of interest to note that in this procedure the number of calculations
 per iteration grows linearly in m. The computation of (1, p)-optimal policies is trivial.
 The costs C( p), C,,(p) are computed by value iteration or some simple variant of it.
 In Table 1 find values of the relative percentage differences 100( Cm(p) - C(p)}( C(p)} -1,
 for m = 1, 2, 3, and p = 0(0.1)1. Values of C(p) have been given in order that the
 absolute differences may be recovered.
 TABLE 1
 Relative percentage differences between the cost from heuristic fr(r) and an optimal policy
 p C(p) 100{Cl(p) 100{C2(p) 100(C3(p)
 - C(p)}fC(p)} - -C(p)}C(p)}- - C(p)}C(p)}-
 0.0 75.852 0.000 0.000 0.000
 0.1 106.837 1.022 0.646 0.377
 0.2 138.205 1.396 0.881 0.515
 0.3 169.722 1.551 0.978 0.572
 0.4 201.308 1.593 1.004 0.589
 0.5 233.033 1.581 0.995 0.586
 0.6 264.949 1.506 0.949 0.557
 0.7 297.128 1.360 0.861 0.499
 0.8 329.797 1.136 0.721 0.414
 0.9 363.534 0.735 0.475 0.260
 1.0 400.393 0.000 0.000 0.000






 r r 2
 ? 0.008 n
 c
 S 0.004 - r=3
 0.000I
 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
 mixture probability
 Figure 1. Relative percentage differences between the cost from heuristic tf(r)
 and an optimal policy
 If, for example, we wish to choose a heuristic ft(r) whose Bayes' cost is within 1% of the
 optimum then, from Table 1, choosing r, = 1 would suffice for p = 0, 0.9, 1.0; choosing
 r, = 2 would suffice for p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 but we would need r, = 3 to
 attain this level of performance when p = 0.4. This pattern of behaviour is what the
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 cost of repair
 Figure 2. Absolute differences between the cost from the cost rate myopic policy










 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
 cost of repair
 Figure 3. Absolute differences between the cost from the cost rate myopic policy
 and an optimal policy when p = 0.5
 A striking feature of our numerical study of this replacement problem is the con-
 sistently strong performance of the cost rate myopic policy with r, = 1. In Figures 2, 3
 and 4 find values of the absolute difference C(p) - C(p) for the problem described
 above but with discount rate now taken to be a = 0.95, a range of repair costs
 c, = 5(0.5)10 and c2 fixed at 1. Figures 2 and 4 are for cases with small prior variance
 (p = 0.1 and 0.9 respectively) and Figure 3 for large prior variance. To give some idea
 of relative percentage differences in cost the ranges of C(p) in Figures 2-4 are
 [15.75, 20.93], [26.57, 46.85] and [36.89, 72.56] respectively. Nowhere does the loss
 caused by adopting a cost rate myopic policy instead of an optimal policy exceed a
 fraction of 1%.
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 Figure 4. Absolute differences between the cost from the cost rate myopic policy
 and an optimal policy when p = 0.9
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